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W.

Curry Mavis, A.B., M.A., M.Th., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Pastoral

Ministry

-

Asbury Theological Seminary

This volume of The
is
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affectionately

dedicated.

EDITORIAL

W. CURRY MAVIS

Frank Bateman

Every person's life has

ality colorful.

This is

one

A TRIBUTE

-

Stanger

drama in it. This is what makes

of the

a person
every individual has his own

reasons

distinctive way of influencing others.
We pay tribute today to one in whose life the dramatic

began at
picture a very young hard working farm boy in
the Mid-west who at a very early age had an unusual craving for both
school and church Certainly attendance at either afforded at least a
early

an

age. Can you

temporary release from his strenuous farm labors. Or can you visualize a
young fellow and his twenty two months older brother traveling to
school

together

ter,

later in

or

after

get

a

horse and

buggy, or on

a

horse-drawn sled in the win

Model T Ford that wouldn't start when it got wet Once
storm they had to ride on a freight train in order to

heavy
high school.

snow

a

to

a

in

college roommates. Often they hitch-hiked
they drove a Model T Ford, and it turned out
college. Upon
be a rather precarious situation whenever there were horses wandering
the roads at night. Once they returned to college riding in the
These brothers became

to
to

in

occasion

caboose of

a

stock train.

relationship throughout
Attending high school and college together, they also
worked four summers together at the Fisher Body Plant in Pontiac,
Michigan. Both brothers have a deep appreciation for one another.
, as Professor of
Curry's brother. Dr. Vivien Maves, was retired in
Educational Psychology at Evansville University.
These brothers have maintained

a

close

their entire lives.

Prcsident of

Asbury Theological Seminary

A Tribute

The Model T

When it

came

time for his

from Iowa for New York
for the

one

indispensable in young Curry's life.
wedding day the Model T was headed cast
City and made the trip in good order except

seemed to be

car

time he

tipped
beginning

From the

over

life

wonder is it that all of W.
intense

in it .

very real, life was very earnest-little
Mavis' life has been characterized by

was

Curry

activity, significant achievements, unforgettable episodes, lasting

influences.
W.

Curry Mavis

was

born in West Salem, Illinois. He

was

converted

and called into the Christian ministry at the age of nine. He received the
A.B. degree from Greenville College in
2 and the M.A. degree from

New York

University

Philosophy degree in
Kappa as a result of
College, honored him

University of Southern California
and the Doctor of
Theology degree in
He was elected to membership in Phi Beta
. The

in

awarded him the Master of
.

his doctoral studies. His alma mater, Greenville
with the Doctor of

His vocational vita reads

as

Divinity degree

in

Pastor of Free Methodist Church, Riceville, Iowa,
District

Superintendent, Minnesota-Northern
-

2 -

Iowa Conference,

6

Pastor, College Church and Professor of Religion

Springs

.

follows

College, Wessington

Springs,

at

South

Wessington
Dakota,

6-

President, Los Angeles Pacific College, Los Angeles, California
-

Pastor, Free Methodist Church, Pomona, California,
Pastor, Free Methodist Church, Pasadena, California,
Professor of Religion, Greenville College, Greenville, Illinois,
-

-

Wesley Seminary Foundation and Professor of
Pastoral Work, Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,
- 6
Kentucky,
Professor of Pastoral Theology, Asbury Theological Seminary,
Dean of John

-

study sabbaticals abroad. He is the
Beyond Conformity,
Advancing
The Psychology of Christian Experience, and Personal Renewal Through
He has

participated

author of

in several

The Smaller Local Church,

Christian Conversion. For ten years he
Minister magazine.

was

the editor o The Christian

6
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EARLY IMPRESSIONS
I remember well those

associated with W.
It

of

in

was

early days

when I

was

first

privileged

to be

Curry Mavis. One meeting stands out in bold relief.
and I had recently been elected Execiitive Vice President

Asbury Theological Seminary.

It

was

during

one

of my visits to

cam

pus before I had assumed the duties of my new office. I visited with
him in his office on the second floor of the Henry Clay Morrison Admin

Building.
deeply impressed by his personableness, his approachablehis
skill
in personal communication, his capacity for creating an
ness,
atmosphere of warmth and friendliness. I knew at once that here was a
Christian gentleman, wholeheartedly dedicated to Jesus Christ, fully
committed to his vocation, convincedly loyal to the Church of Jesus
istration
I

was

Christ. I sensed that the basic heartthrobs of his life and academic min

istry found expression

personal

in his confidence that the

Spirit

of Jesus Christ

be dominant in every personal situation, in every inter
relationship, and in all valid expressions of institutional life.

should and

can

DEEPENING IMPRESSIONS
Those who know W.

Curry

Mavis and

are

associated with him per

sonally and professionally sense the depth of his character, the breadth
of his interests and abilities, the height of his spiritual devotion, and the

length

of his influence.

He is

vocational

conference
author.

professional versatility. His wide range of
activities bear elo uent witness to this pastor, evangelist,
superintendent, educational administrator, teacher, scholar,
a man

of unusual

He is a Christian gentleman who is characterized by unusual per
sonal sensitivities. He possesses a deep capacity for reacting understandingly and sympathetically to people and situations, and has an unusual

genius for communicating effectively

yielded
utterly sincere, and

at such times. He has never

professionalism. His responses are
his counsel is always without any kind of veneer.
to the assaults of

deep spiritual dedication and unrelenting personal
discipline. He is a Christian through and through. He practices the
Presence of God. He is skilled in the use of spiritual devotional practices.
He is an ardent churchman. Particularly has he manifested his disciplined
life in the continual aliveness of his mind. He has kept his intellect alert.
He is

a man

of

A Tribute

He has been intent upon the continuing
professionally abreast in his field.
He is

willing

a man

of courage and

to pay the

pursuit of truth. He has kept

unyielding

convictions. He has been

price, sometimes at great personal cost for what he
believes. But his own intense convictions never keep him from being
both

ob ective and tolerant in his relations to others. He has the genius
seeing things ob ectively, for penetrating to the heart of issues, for
seizing upon reality. He has the ability to ad ust his own level of maturity
to any lesser level of immaturity as he seeks to help others arrive at a
for

fuller

degree

of truth.

educated ministry.
For three decades he has given his life to the training of ministerial
students, and most of this time on the graduate theological level. He has
He is

always

a man

been

trained

a

with

an

unusual

concern

for

an

leader in his denomination in the

advocacy of

a

well-

of the founders and the first Dean of the

ministry. He was one
Seminary Foundation

Asbury Theological Seminary. Be
totally committed
to his teaching task. Wherever he has taught or lectured, on or offcampus, he has been intent on making good ministers better for the
John Wesley
cause

of his love and

concern

at

for students he has been

sake of Jesus Christ and His Church.

LASTING IMPRESSIONS

Indelible is the influence of

an

individual when

good

first im

pressions become deepening impressions which in turn become lasting
impressions. Truly the life and ministries of W. Curry Mavis will have an
abiding influence upon all who have known him, upon all the institutions
which he has served, and in support of all the high and worthy causes to
which he has committed his life.

Curry Mavis has made a lasting impression upon his family
and friends. They rise up and call him blessed.
As a teacher he has made a lasting impression upon the almost
endless line of students he has taught. As representative of this let me
share what one of his most gifted students, and one of the Seminary's
W.

most

distinguished alumni, has

said about him

I remember his great skill in human relationships. From my
be a good
perspective then as an aspiring minister, he seemed to
and honest man with a savy about life. Moreover, he seemed willing
to interact

there
in

were

dealing

realistically with others. He made it clear to me that
changeless principles from which one took his sightings

with other persons.

The

Asbury

I remember too his well

I remember Dr. Mavis

approach
This

organized classroom lectures.

as a

and easy to trust.

same

Seminarian

helpful personal counselor,

alumnus summarized it all

influenced his life and ministry
being apart from his parents.

perhaps

by saying
much

as

easy to

that Dr. Mavis had

as

any other human

Curry Mavis has made a lasting impression upon Asbury
Theological Seminary. For twenty six years he has walked the halls of
the Seminary, taught in the classrooms, counseled in his office, wor
shipped in the chapel, shared his spiritual ministry from the pulpit,
knelt in prayer with his colleagues and supported with his gifts and con
cern every
significant development in the life of the Seminary.
In addition to his years of service as head of the Department of
Pastoral Ministry he also served for 2 years as the Chairman of the
Division of Practical Theology. His continuing faithfulness, his coopera
tive spirit, his academic concems, his administrative finesse resulted in
significant academic leadership in the life of the Seminary.
W. Curry Mavis has made a significant contribution to his church.
He has always been a churchman. He has been a loyal son of the de
W.

nomination which mothered him. He has served with distinction

on

all

activity
leadership. In these recent years,
he has served the church in a specialized way as a result of his concerns

levels of denominational
for

Christian-oriented,

and

church related

higher

education. For

a

long

time

member of the Board of Trustees of his alma mater,
Greenville College, and recently served for a period as Chairman of the
he has been

a

Board. Truly it has been his prayer
Thy Kingdom come-through the
Christian
education, through ministerial training.
Church, through

to have made a lasting impression
a person ask
his
students, upon the churches, the
friends,
family
upon
he served, upon his denom
that
the
and
colleges,
theological seminary
ination, upon the large concerns of the Kingdom of God throughout the
world Eternity alone will reveal the full influence of his life and
ministry
The uality of the life of W. Curry Mavis, and the occasion of the
writing of this tribute, are meaningfully summarized in these Unes
penned by my late father

What

upon his

more

could

and

For this is Life
To have and hold
Some

precious love and

To build

a

a

little

gold,
done,

dream with deeds well

A Tribute

And rest

an

hour before the

Sinks down to

The

unmapped

sun

night; then ourney

on

way to Heaven's dawn.

-

Frank Bateman

Stanger

ARTICLES

HOLINESS AND SOCIAL CONERN
HURDLES TO BE CLEARED

Orville S. Walters
It is a privilege and pleasure to share in a
honor of W.Curry Mavis by Asbury Theological

Festschrift, published in
Seminary, an institution
with which he has been vitally associated for nearly three decades. My
associations with Dr. Mavis reach back beyond his career as a Seminary
teacher, and have continued actively through the years. He has sought
with success to relate the insights of the field with which I have also been
associated to the needs of the Christian ministry. In this pursuit, he has
been a faithful steward of our common heritage. It has been a oy to
work with him in workshops for ministers, as well as to oin hands with
him in other professional capacities. W. Curry Mavis is one whom we de
light to honor, professionally as well as personally.
The

emphasis
for

some

turning of attention within the holiness movement

headed this trend in
Conscience

with the

a

greater

publication of his book, The Uneasy
Henry rebuked conservatives

of
having spoken out against such
economic in ustice. Billy Graham wrote
series, How My Mind Has Changed,
for

to

upon social concern follows a similar trend that has prevailed
time among evangelicals as a whole. Carl F. H. Henry spear

Modem Fundamentalism.

not

social evils
in the

6

as

war,

racism, and

Christian

Century

My belief in the social implications of the gospel has deepened and
broadened
the evangelist must not hedge on social issues
So
cial sins, after all, are merely a large-scale pro ection of individual
sins and need to be repented of by the offending segment of society.
...

The

president

....

of the National Association of

Evangelicals

wrote in

6 ,

Evangelicalism must not be content to stop with an insistence on
personal holiness, but we must go on to demonstrate Christian con
cern for our neighbor. 2
Dr. Walters is clinical

Illinois at

Peoria,

professor of psychiatry in the University of
professor emeritus at Urbana, Illinois.

and research

Holiness and Social Concern

6 , Millard Erickson, writing in The New Evangelical Theology,
new evangelicals believe that the Bible teaches that
there are social implications of the gospel, and social responsibilities of

In

concludes that

Church. Last year Donald Bloesch wrote that the new
evangelicalism is also distinguished by its recognition of the realities of
Their intention is to uphold both
regeneration and sanctification
and
social
holiness
personal morality
John Wesley .
Evangelicals have been credited with appropriating a good deal of
the old liberal social action vocabulary. Even more interesting, a writer
in Christian Century, after noting National Council of Churches emphasis
turning from activism to divine grace, and reading NAE comment upon
social righteousness, concluded that the two bodies are passing each other
the Christian

....

going

in

opposite directions 6

Moberg

David

writes in his

2

book. The Great Reversal,

time when evangelicals had a balanced position that
to both evangelism and social concern, but a
attention
gave proper
reversal
in
this
early
century led to a lopsided emphasis upon
great
evangelism and omission of most aspects of social involvement. '

There

was a

Moberg deprecates the separation of evangelism and social concern as a
false dichotomy and pleads for a biblical balance. He concludes that
evangelicals are beginning to move toward the forefront of social welfare
truly biblical perspective that
relationship to evangelistic witnessing.

and social reform with
in

a

balanced

a

views social action

The holiness movement earlier turned its attention to ethics in

publication of a paper by Harold Kuhn. However, his
primarily with individual ethics, and closes with the declara

62 with the
essay deals

tion that God is available to build

weather the

growing ferocity

a type of strong saint who can
of the moral storm of even this day. He

does call for those who advocate the life of Christian sanctity to come
up with some constructive strategy for meeting the uestions of race,
economic

Ufe, and the sexual revolution

at the

high

level of keen

ethical sensitiveness and courageous moral responsibihty,
Why has there been such a lag in the turning of attention from
almost exclusive devotion to

issues

personal

an

salvation and

Paul Carter blames fundamentalism for

holy living to social
causing the pendulum to

long before fundamentalism was
had already made the personal attairmient
of Christian perfection the common goal of its constituents. Timothy
Smith believes that this emphasis upon perfection was a mighty social
force when oined with compassion for poor and needy sinners and a
swing toward individualism.
born, the holiness movement

But

2

The

Asbury

Seminarian

rebirth of millenial

Whatever the social by-products of
expectation.
the holiness movement may have been, the formal doctrinal statements
of the General Holiness Assembly of
2 and the second General

Assembly

held sixteen years later
refer only to the personal aspects
and
The
life.
experience
pages of stenographically re
corded testimonies and sermons from the Second Assembly are similarly
of holiness

person-centered.

In
, John Paul, in an article considering hindrances to the pro
of
the
holiness
movement, cited lack of touch with humanity
gress
and its practical needs.
It is said of Joseph H. Smith, whose holiness

theology

may be considered

as

representative of his time, that

He did not

anticipate the Christianizing of society or an earthly
Utopia through the teaching of the gospel, but rather the intensifying
of the spirit of antichrist until the second advent of Christ who would
forcibly put down all forms of spiritual, moral and social evil
.

.

.

.

This focus upon the personal was not only written into the prin
ciples and preaching of the holiness movement, but inheres in the term

holiness, as it does also in victorious life. Both
con uest of sin. Henry Bett's comment is pertinent

terms refer to the

It is unfortunate that holiness was thought of so largely, and es
the opponents and critics of Wesley's doctrine, in terms
of sinlessness, for the uaHty of holiness is not negative but positive.

pecially by

Wesley preserved a positive emphasis upon love in
and social expressions by defining Christian perfection
with all our heart, and our neighbor as ourselves.
If the holiness movement is to transcend
and is to
are

social

incorporate
uestions

several basic

that
these

now

exist

uestions,

concern

to be

in

a

faced,

a

both individual
as

loving

traditional

God

privatism

broader way than before, there
representing diverse viewpoints

that may emerge within its constituency. Four of
all of which are essentially theological in nature, will

or

be considered.

The first

cern

uestion

How shall

we

give expression

to social

con

Two broad directions appear social welfare and social action.
general agreement that the church should continue to provide

There is

needy, but some disagreement as to whether this should
be a means to evangelism or an end in itself. Moberg believes that welfare
welfare to the

in the hands of the church is

witness, and

can

communicate the love of

God. However, he finds that most church-related agencies have discon
tinued welfare as evangelistic bait in gospel missions, migrant worker
programs and

minority ethnic groups.

Holiness and Social Concern

Thoic is

shaipci disagreement

in the

of social action, which

area

aims to conect the social structures and
processes of

tlic

problems.

the
in

Helping
same

society that

the victims of social problems and
corporate evil is not
Reforms
eliminating the sources of their misery
are essential in order to correct
dehumanizing ine uities,

as

society

eliminate

....

in ustice,

rights.

create

and eradicate

Moberg contends that

it is not

all violations of basic human

even

possible

to be neutral on social

issues, since neutrality supports the side of whoever wins in the struggle
for power. 2
Rather, he maintains, complete commitment to Jesus

Christ carries

revolutionary implications affecting one's poHtical and
deplores the neglect of the poHtical
It
is
sphere by evangelicals.
getting time that we develop a Christian
ethos
must wc support the state in every war, or are there
political
social involvements. Klaas Runia

.

limits of

.

.

support 2l

Evangelical leaders

duty,
gelicals

as was

see

are

divided

evident at the World

the

new

commented at the

society tied

on

the nature of

socio-political
Evangelism. Some evan
Lord's return. Maxey Jarman

Congress

to the

Congress

on

A careful

study of history must convince us not only of the danger
political power with all of its corruption, but also the futility of
trying to change human nature through legislation or political in

of

fluence. 22

Henry concluded that there are significant divisions within the
evangelical community touching Christian responsibility at some of the
ma or frontiers of contemporary concern. 2 Those divisions, insofar
Carl

they prevail in the holiness movement, may be expected to impede the
implementation of social concern.
A second
uestion; How far can we go with Christian love
definition
was simple
Wesley's
Scripture perfection is pure love filling
as

heart, and governing all the words and actions. If your idea includes
anything more or anything else, it is not scriptural. 2 But Wesley
complicated that simple definition by his ualifications, so that efforts
to apply it have produced diversity, even among holiness people.
the

For

example, although

some

evangelical

bodies

are

traditional

advo
peace churches, other groups are antipacifist, and express veiled
indicate
that
cites
studies
war.
2
theolog
Moberg
cacy of preventive
ical conservatives to be
more

approving

of harsh

more

hawkish in their attitudes toward war,

punishment,

and

more

opposed

to restrictions

The

on

the sale of

uestion

guns26
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than liberals.

Wesley

made short shrift of the

war

Who can reconcile war, I will not say to religion, but to any de
What an amazing way of de
gree of reason or common sense
ciding controversies 2
.

While

some

views

love, others

seem

to

.

.

diverge on the specific application of Christian
call in uestion the ade uacy of love to deal with

the harsh realities of power in the world. Kuhn refers to the social
ethics of Reinhold Niebuhr and calls upon the holiness movement for

some hard-headed
of human
Kuhn

asks,

thinking that will recognize the ambiguous uality
relationships. What ad ustments must the Christian make,
as

vital part in the life of the world And
sanctified Christian practice both perfect love and

he tries to take

how does the

a

wholly
ustice 2
calling the attention of the holiness movement to
the problematic character of much of our finite life, Kuhn is under
scoring this second uestion, How far can we go with love
As we confront the issues of social concern, a third uestion is
likely to arise How shall we reconcile perfect love with the idea of
participation in today's corporate sin Wesley conceived of sin in terms
of personal choice
Nothing is sin, strictly speaking, but a voluntary transgression of
a known law of God. Therefore, every voluntary breach of the law
of love is sin; and nothing else if we speak properly .2
In thus

He

seems

grasped

not to have

participates

or

accepted

the idea that every Christian

in the collective sins of his time. J. Brazier Green notes that

the social conscience which

emerged

buted to the moral sensitiveness that

Wesley's time may be attri
Wesley so largely stimulated, but
after

he adds

extraordinary that Wesley, so insistent upon the social char
should have failed to recognize the ramifications
acter of religion
Yet there is
of sin in the life and thought of collective society
no evidence that he recognized that the most holy and blameless
character shares the life of the state, and with it, the moral responsi
bility of its collective evils. O
It is

.

.

.

....

Moberg emphasizes the

involvement of Christians in

corporate sin

Awareness of collective sin has grown considerably in recent
decades. It has become clear that individual persons who are honest,
kind, even God-fearing, may be implicated deeply in evil through
their basic employment or their cooptation as citizens into national
events over which they have but little direct control.

Holiness and Social Concern
The concept has also

appeared

in holiness literature

It is shocking to realize that, as a citizen of this land, I am respon
sible for the enslavement of Eastern Europe's millions; I must bear
a share of the
responsibility for the debacle in China; I must accept
2
responsibility for interracial violence
....

Assimilation of the idea of corporate sin into holiness
uire some realignment of present concepts.
The final

uestion

is

suggested by

Cattell's

thought

re

may

study comparing

the

similarities and differences that exist between the hohness and the Vic
torious Life

movements.

Can the holiness movement accept the modoin these two groups in common cause

iHcations that may be needed to
against evil at the social level

6

With Keswick there appears to be a growing social concern. In
, the Archbishop of York challenged the annual convention in a

keynote

address to pray for the unity of the church and for the re
newal of Christian faith and morals in our country. Referring to the

tragedies

of war, race hatred, and the pit of drugs and drink, he
And oh,how many Christians are blind on this precise issue, and

added,
they have

no

social

sense.

God

Two of the issues cited

groups

are

their

respective

forgive us.
by Cattell that

tend to separate the two
definitions of sin and the place of crisis ex

perience.

Although Wesley emphasized the voluntary character of sin he
recognized two possibilities in defining the term Are they not sinners
Explain the term one way, and I say, yes; another, and I say, no.
,

Cattell comments,

Wesley restricted sin to voluntary evil, whereas Keswick includes
all want of conformity to the will of God. We shall probably have to
admit that Scripture can be found for both usages and that Wesley's
position is more an expedient than a scriptural necessity . 6
Cattell concedes that when

scripture language

be saying the same thing, and argues
ship between the two groups.
to

is adhered to,

persuasively

for

a

they

seem

closer relation

Experience, both past and contemporary, bespeaks caution in
adopting any stereotype for identifying the diverse operations of the
Holy Spirit. Charles Wesley had a frankly gradualist view of sanctifi
cation, and John himself was ambivalent for a period of years concerning
the instantaneous re uirement. He eventually accepted it, although he
acknowledged that the point is not determined, at least not in express
terms, in any part of the oracles of God.
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There have long been earnest seekers after Christian
perfection in
Roman Catholic, Keswick and many other
The
Franciscan
groups.
priest,
Fr. Piette, states in his monumental
biography of John Wesley,
Methodist writers have drawn parallels between their own
organi
zation and that anxious search for
spiritual perfection found in the

religious orders
He goes

of the Catholic

church.

point out that John Wesley has been compared to
Benedict, St. Dominic, St. Francis, Ignatius of Loyola and other
Catholic saints. Sangster has correctly discerned that the cardinal
features of sanctity are alike whenever we meet it, and the ma or ele
ments of method are alike as well. Similarity to Jesus binds all the saints
on

to

St.

together.

Thirty -five years ago, Henry Bett pointed out the need for a
dynamic conception of Wesleyan holiness, and others have repeated the
observation. Wesley himself realized the tendency for the doctrine to
become static, and dealt with the problem in the
conference
Does not talking without proper caution, if a ustified or sancti
fied state, tend to mislead men; almost naturally leading them to
trust in what was done in one moment Whereas we are every mo
ment pleasing or displeasing to God
.

.

.

every moment concept appears in Wesley's writing as
2 and often thereafter. The expression was elaborated by

This

early

.

as

Sangster,

and is

finding increasing acceptance

in holiness ranks. Else

where I have written,

The moment-to-moment concept is an enlarged view of holy
that both embodies and transcends instantaneous and gradual.
Its focus is upon the ever-present now, rather than upon historical

living

event or

eschatological goal.
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WHAT IS MAN
A

Study

in Biblical

Psychology

Leslie R. Marston

Introduction

asked

The late Herbert C. Link, a counseling psychologist, was once
by a clergyman what book he would recommend as best for a

minister to

Bible.

study

in the field of

psychology.

Dr. Link

replied,

the

In recent years much has been made of depth psychology as
by the late Sigmund Freud; but through milleniums before

conceived

Freud's

day,

Spirit which is the word of God Eph.
depths of man, as is so vividly portrayed

the sword of the

had been probing the soul

6

in this passage from the Bible

and active, sharper than any twospirit, of
edged sword, piercing
and
intentions
of the
the
and
and
marrow,
thoughts
discerning
oints
heart. And before him no creature is hidden, but all are laid bare to
the eyes of him with whom we have to do Hebrews
2,
RSV .
For the Word of God is

living

even

to the division of soul and

Although the Bible is not a systematic treatise on psychology, now
again from its pages one glimpses an illuminating insight into the
complexities of human personality. One of the clearest of such disclo
and

sures

is found in Luke

Bishop

2 .

Emeritus of the Free Methodist Church

psychology reflected in this essay does not claim to be empirical,
but to relate to reality a rational interpretation of man as represented in
the Scriptures. Empirical psychology has its place, but generally it ig
nores or denies any transcendental
uality peculiar to man.

The

The author
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of Love

Familiar is the account of the

lawyer, well versed in Jewish law,
uestion by which to involve him in con
his
own
skill as a lawyer. He asked Jesus, What
display
inherit eternal life
Discerning the uestioner's motive,
asked a uestion pertinent to the man's profession, How

who would test Jesus with

troversy and
do to

shall

Jesus in turn

do you read the law
The reply was
the Hebrew

strength,
sponded,

a

Scriptures

a

terse, comprehensive summary of the demand of
that

one

and

love God with the entire heart,

mind, and love one's
You have answered right,

soul,

neighbor as one's self. Jesus re
and pointedly added, Do this
and you will live. No doubt, embarrassed by the Master's implication
that he had not met love's re uirements, the lawyer uibbled by asking,
But who is my neighbor
Jesus then told him of the Jew who fell
among theives, but was rescued by the compassion and courage of a
foreigner of Samaria's despised sub-culture. He pressed the embarrassed
lawyer to tell him who was the neighbor to the unfortunate Jew. Only
one answer was possible, but the lawyer so chose his words as to avoid
naming the Samaritan by conceding grudgingly that the neighbor was
who showed mercy. Jesus commanded him to do as the Sam
aritan had done, thus emphasizing the lawyer's failure to Uve by the

the

one

acknowledged in words, but denied in his heart.
This encounter highlights the skill of Jesus in probing the depths
of one's being. It confirms also the lawyer's knowledge of the conditions
to be met if one is to gain eternal life. So forthrightly did Jesus endorse
the lawyer's analysis of those conditions that one must conclude that
every essential was included. But this uestion arises are heart, soul,
strength, and mind four differing and independent factors, or does some
unifying agent relate them as a functioning whole
truth he

The Heart

as

In his

suggested

the Center of Life

Explanatory

Notes

that the heart in Luke

on

the New Testament John
2

is

a

general

term which

Wesley

includes

soul, strength, and mind. uoting Wesley,
Perhaps the heart, which is a general expression, may be ex
plained by the three following. With all thy soul, with the warmest
affection; with all thy strength, the most vigorous efforts of thy will;
and with all thy mind, or understanding
p. 2 .
.

.

.

...

2

What is Man

However,

in the New Testament in Modem

definitely makes the heart both the
strength, and mind. He does this on the
of the Greek

source

Speech, Weymouth
soul,

and the control of

basis of

a more

Hteral translation

prepositions
provide.
fact, Weymouth's own translation follows the usual versions, but his
criti ue appears in a footnote which reads
in Luke

2

than the usual versions

In

2 . With Lit. 'out of,' the heart standing for the center of the
whole mental life in all its varied range; then the preposition changes
to a thrice repeated 'in.' The love flows out from its central source
into three channels, manifesting itself in the several spheres of feeling,
will, and intellect pp. 66, 6 .
Therefore the heart, a term employed a thousand times in the
Scriptures, may be regarded as man's inmost, utmost being; it is the
dynamic, creative center of human existence; it forms the seat of con
science and the source of spiritual capacity and purposeful action. Most
pertinent, therefore is the admonition of Proverbs 2 , Keep thy
heart with all

The

diligence,

Outflowings

for out of it

are

the issues of life.

of the Heart

employed

Scriptures uite synon
dynamic strivings of man's
ymously
emotional and temperamental nature. As uoted by Wesley above,
with all thy soul means with the warmest affection. The ad ective
soulful today points to deep feeling or emotion, but repulsion as well
as yearning may be the soul's response.
Strength suggests readiness for action. It applies to one's moti
vation to pursue and to achieve difficult ends, whether physical, intel
lectual, moral or spiritual.
Mind involves the intellectual powers and capacities involved in
ac uiring knowledge through experience, formal learning, and rational
thought. The mind achieves its ultimate in wisdom, which is the
ability to discern the appropriate use of the knowledge ac uired by
The term soul at times is
with

in the

heart, but often connotes the

the mind.

The Pattern of Luke
The
heart

ofhfe

as

following

the central

2

in Other

Scriptures

words of Jesus convey clearly the concept of the
of man's being, from which flow the issues

source
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For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts,
fornication, theft, murder, adultery, coveting, wickedness, deceit,
licentiousness, envy, slander, pride, foolishness Mark 2 , 22 .
It

re uires no psychologist or psychiatrist to discern in this shame
pollutions of the soul by foul desires, the perversions of
strength to wicked deeds, the corruptions of the mind by evil thoughtsful list the

all of these the

outflowings

sharp contrast with
of a righteous life

of

our

Lord set in

such defilements of human nature the

outflowings

an

unclean heart

But

good man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth
good things and an evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth
evil things Matt. 2
.
A

And elsewhere in the

Scriptures

are

forth
forth

sketchy but legible
of man portrayed in Luke

found

brushstrokes that suggest some of the features
2 . For example, again in the words of Jesus

If any man's will the disposition of that central source of moral
and spiritual energy, the heart is to do by the exercise of his
strength his will, he shall know be convinced in his mind whether
the teaching is from God or whether I am speaking on my own

RSV .

authority John

2 likewise appears in the writings of the
The pattern of Luke
Apostle Paul. Note his words of encouragement and challenge to Tim

othy

For God hath not given us the spirit of fear an affection of the
soul but of power strength for con uest and of love the out
flowing of the heart and of a sound mind or disciplined udgment
.
2 Tim.
,

,

,

and many other portions of the Bible,
the
river
of Christian love, flowing out of re
provide a panorama of
deemed man's central being, the heart. This is channeled through all his
The

foregoing selections,

relationships

of

feeling, action,

and

thought;

it saturates his soul with

pure affections and holy desires; it directs his strength in full obedience
to God in sacrificial service; and it disciplines his mind in sound moral

udgments

and illuminates it with

spiritual wisdom.

GOD'S EXPRESSION

GROUND FOR EVANGELISM

Mel-Thomas Rothwell
For all who take the

Scriptures seriously, the evangelization of the
primary concern. This endeavor can and should en
list the total intellectual as well as the spiritual energies of dedicated men
and women. Even men engaged in the task of secular philosophy have
recognized this.
Professor P. A. Schilpp, in his presidential address to the Western
Division of the American Philosophical Society in Loyola University in
6 , urged the philosophers of western American to become involved
in the world's serious plight, that their great ideas might serve the pur
pose of a society hard pressed for survival. Said Professor Schilpp, un
less we act now we may be too late. Revolutionary changes render speed
world is

a

a

matter of

value. We may not meet thus another year. We should act now.
An intellectual commotion across the country arose against his

bold

suggestion. Did he propose to cast the pearls of philosophy before
swine Was he inviting the speculative philosophers to make philosophy
bargain counter merchandise for the unsophisticated, including presum
ably. Christians concerned for the Great Commission, to handle and
buy
At the
6 annual meeting of the division. Professor Schilpp re
time
to
answer the charges of his critics, that he had betrayed
uested
the trust of speculative philosophers by lowering the sights of the high
ly-calibrated philosophical big bertha. Fearlessly and shamelessly Pro
fessor Schilpp

repeated his recommendation

of the

preceding

year; make

philosophy useful to a society in distress.
Taking Professor Schilpp's pertinent exhortation as a reasonable
hypothesis, we too, as messengers of the Cross of Christ, must recognize

Dr. Mel-Thomas Rothwell is Professor Emeritus of

Bethany

Nazarene

College, Bethany,

Oklahoma.

Philosophy

at
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the gravity of our day, and act. Thought must combine with loving con
cern and eventuate in immediate action. There is no time to be lost;
with John we should say
must work the works of Him that sent me,
while it is

day

night cometh, when no man can work
. Our
is
to
reach
died
in
the
for
whom
Jesus
delay,
perishing
a calculated and
thrust.
mighty evangelistic
If we begin our uest with the assumption that God is holy, we
shall invariably see that evangelism is the innate, spontaneous disposition
of holiness, that it is the unaffected tendency of God to redeem. Hence,
holiness as redemptive spontaneity and evangelization of the world are
inseparably linked.
The nature of God is to change, to spiritually transmute, and to
recast the whole moral state in rational beings. Thus, God's expression
is the sufficient, and only true, ground for the evangelization of the

calling,

the

without

world.

Redemption,

and its

accompanying ethics,

conse uence, man's relation to God is
to be of vital importance, not simply for ethics, but within

activity of God.

and

thought
theory itself.

ethical

As

a

The ethical

involved when God looks upon
ment
an

is rooted in the nature

ethics,

its

a

ought

is

immediately

fallen world. 'The

central, organizing principle,

core

and

actively

of Old Testa

is to be found underneath

righteousness,
kingdom' I Sam

abundance of external codes of law in God's active

which

through the covenant becomes

uel

2 .2

'the nature of the

In the New Testament Christ is the embodiment of the

imperative. When the whole being of God is bent on salvation
First we saw it in codified
to men, then his righteousness is operative.
law, then in the crucified Christ. The antithesis, which in dogmatics we
are familiar with, is a righteous and ust God and yet a Saviour. The
Old Testament puts it differently-a righteous God and therefore a Saviour.
The ethical ustice of righteousness is redemption. Righteousness
ethical

cannot be inactive in the presence of the need of salvation and remain
of Amos ustice and righteousness seem to imply
In the

ust.

expression
thing, But let ustice roll down like waters, and righteousness
The ethical compulsion which oins God's
like a perennial stream.
righteousness and His ustice stands as a model of honor and e uity to
the

same

the ages.
The

extraordinary righteousness of God binds Him in ethical alle
giance to a world in despair. Ramsey has noted that the biblical notion
of ustice may be summed up in the principle To each according to the

God 's

measure
cern

of his real need, not because of

inherent in the

God's

needy,

2

Expression

anything

human

reason can

but because his need alone is the

him. 6 According

dis

measure

of

righteousness
Ramsey,
ustice
righteousness is primarily neither corrective nor distributive, as
the Greeks beheved, but redemptive, with special bias in favor of the
helpless who can contribute nothing at all and are in fact 'due' nothtoward

such

to

or

ing.
to

The

man

gist of Ramsey's

because

inherent in God's holy
icated

on

view is

deserves it.

man

essentially

true; God is not

obligated

The urge to redeem is fundamentally
nature. On that account, redemption is not pred

man's need, but

on

God's involvement in that need. Man is

deemed because God is

re

righteous,
holy,
needy.
redemption arises in God's end of the bipolar situa
tion. We should recall Plato's view on the sub ect, in which the urge to
perfection is potential in man in the sensuous pull of the perfect called
Eros. Man envisages perfection and reaches out to it. The insights, pur
pose, and strength of persuasion are his own. Redemption is a human
pro ect resting s uarely on reason, with the dialectic, not a dying Sav
iour, as the brightest hope. How far this humanistic improvisation mis
ses the mark is not a problem of calculus, but a problem of ethical re
flection. If the urge to perfection arises in men, then it is by ethical de
duction dependent on man's insights and strength. What better thinking
The

impelling

it makes to

impulse

because

man

is

act of

assume

of God's

instincts of

not

or

that the urge to

save comes as a

result of the love

not in the erotic and erosive

righteousness, expressed
in the non-sensual, spiritual Agape,

Eros, but

love of Christ.

This viewpoint does not add

of the truth which I

grudgingly admits.

whether the moral

now

a

or

redemptive

different dimension, the other half
misses, as W. T. Stace

think naturalism

The thesis is not involved here in the

impulse

must arise with God

or man.

The

uestion of
important,

God, or with man,
deciding factor,
and what difference it would make. Garnett, Sorley, and others have
held, or hold, that the movement in morality is from man to God, or re
ligion. Garnett says that the moral consciousness is not necessarily de
Even though it is possi
pendent upon any specific religious belief.
ble to argue logically that there can be a morality apart from religion,
and as Von Hartmann held a morality apart from God, yet if the con
cept God is included in a system of ethics it seems to follow necessarily
that He would be the supreme referent, the Cause of all things, includ
and

ing morality.

is whether it should start with
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engage the

in uiry

head

on as

to whether actual

morality apart from God. The speaker thinks not.
And the basis of udgment revolves around the
problem of home base.
On what is morality predicated Shall we
reason Then we are shut
can

a

say

form of Platonism. The paucity of values has already been
pointed out in Plato's brave, but futile, attempt to ground morality in
man. To what shall we turn next
To the other end of the
up to

line,

some

redemptive

God. He is the lone, and logical, alternative.
To base morality on reason is to trust the
insights of the human
and
there
is
mind,
already
ample proof that this foundation is far too
frail to support the heavy, complex superstructure of
to

personal morality,
nothing of the universal need. It would be far wiser and better to
found morality on the character of God, His holiness. God's holiness is
the valid universal ground for moral being and acting. From it the norms
of right and wrong must be derived. By its nature, God's holiness is not
only a sound base for morality, but it contains within itself the needed
clarity of vision and the strength of motivation. God so loved is the
mainspring of hope, but it is also the springhead of action, for out of the
great heart of God redemption proceeds, inherent in His righteousness
and motivated by His love.
The preceding may seem like an overworked enthusiasm for ethics.
But unless we see clearly that the whole moral scale is involved in re
demption, that it is not a side issue or after-thought with God, we bid
to say

fair to miss the

simply
fact, it
er

import of what lies ahead in this study. We cannot pass
ma esty of God's existence to world evangelism. In

from the

may prove to be the most difficult step taken yet. But the writ
is confident that it can be accomplished Scripturally and logically. To

build up the force needed to lay the proper stress
tween holiness and evangelism, it seems advisable to

cial nature of the

redemptive

Holiness is God's love

urge in God.

infolded; evangelism

on

the relation be

begin

with the

cru

is God's love unfolded.

Evangelism, therefore, is holiness in action through love. The point of
emphasis is that holiness embodies love, the redemptive urge, and evangehsm expresses it. Hence, God's expression is true, and sufficient,
ground for evangelism. Holiness, or God's characteristic righteousness,
is the hfeline of redemption, arising in God's existence in eternity and
extending down to fallen man in time. The stages, or levels, of that lin
ear

movement of Divine love arises in

His

exclusion, appropriates
us proceed to examine this thesis more
closely.

sion. Let

in His

God's very existence, amends in
extension, and activates in His expres

God's

Expression

The

too

popular meaning ascribed to the
imprecise. It will be necessary, because

actness,

term

evangelism tends to be
prevailing lack of ex

of this

distinction between revival,

to note the

evangelism.
able.

2

as

such, and holiness

In current use, the terms revival and
evangelism are interchange
Both terms refer to the common effort
forth in

put
evangelical
churches semi-annually, or at least at some conventional time of the
year. These extended meetings are called revivals, or sometimes evang
elistic services. Whichever

is given, the purpose is the same; to re
and
to get sinners saved, or the community
uplift
church,
evangelized. It is, with variations, a two-fold work, and the name given
to the program matters very httle, if at all, so
as the
is under

vive

name

the

or

long

stood and maintained.

design

From some points of view the differential is unimportant; Chris
workers, pastors, evangelists, and missionaries, work side-by-side in
the common effort, and under most circumstances the dual purpose is
tian

achieved without the bother of definition. The

overlapping results make
rpoblem of definition seem non-existent. In most of these protracted
meetings the Christian's witness is revived and given a keen edge of clarity
and distinctness, and perchance the sinner attends the services he may
the

be converted and added to the church.

However, if reflection

is to become

a

part of the grand

venture

of

soul revival and recovery, clear character-marks must be given to the
readily accepted words, revival and evangelism. This we propose to do,

for the writer believes that

by

this method

only

can

the true

meaning of

both emerge. Even though the meaning of the term revival is inciden
tal to the main point of the thesis herein explored, the clarity of the
thesis may

depend

proper
Two

of the

use

Evangelism

to some extent on

words,
uestions meet
When

revival and

a

us

careful distinctions present in the

evangelism.

at the outset

well-defined

meaning

What is Revival

is

given

to each

What is

term,

one

differences,
features, which mark off revival from evangelism. Revival leads essen
tially to a personal difference made in a Christian or in a church, where
as evangelism seeks to effect a personal difference in the unsaved. Re
vival signifies the recovery of lost powers, while evangelism suggests the
recovery of lost estates. In revival the believer is revived and any spiri
tual decline is counteracted in his Hfe; in evangelism the sinner is arrest
ed in his evil tracks and sin is directly counteracted in his life. Hence,
can see

in that moment that there

are

fundamental

as

well

as

revival is recovery for the church and

munity.

evangelism

is recovery for the

com

2

The

By the
necessary. It
realm. If the
It is revive
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very nature of
means

strong

hfe, whether spiritual

or

physical, revival

is

the recovery of health and energy in the physical
influences of revival are not imposed, death ensues.

die. Since spirituality is also a kind of life it, too, must ex
perience revival. Lost vigor is restored, lost fire is rekindled, and lost mo
tion and activity are brought back to full potential.
Owing to the per
drain
on
the
believer's
petual
spiritual resources, revival is imperative to
or

his

well-being. Unless the sapping process of use is not offset, he will be
emptied of spiritual power. Life may be outpoured but it must also be
effectively and fully restored. The process of decline must therefore be
balanced by the process of revival. In this way alone can sound spiritual
health be maintained. It is at this point, precisely, that the throes of
backshding set in. So, in like manner as physical death must be coun
tered by revival, spiritual death must be counterweighted by revival also.
Herein lies the secret of personal revival, and herein lies the only possi
bility and hope of revival at all.
If this is what

we mean

by revival,

wherein does the essential work

of revival differ from the essential work of
should be almost self-evident.
stored

Only

by spiritual

as

evangelism

The

answer

the soul of the believer is

re

renewal does he feel and express genuine concern for
the sinner. In the words of David the Psalmist we read in that great, but

commonplace, twenty -third Psalm, He restoreth my soul. The soul
needs fre uent instances and periods of refreshment, renewal, and re

Therein is authentic revival, and these times of renewal are the
sole occasions of revival. Revival in its truest sense can occur only in a

covery.

Christian's soul where

spiritual

life

instance of recovery from decline of

revival has

no

subsides, for apart from being the
spiritual power, vigor, and activity,

meaning.

evangehsm, though bearing vital
distinctions,
complimentary
plan of
redemption. Revival is always followed by evangelistic reaction. The
fullness and force of vigor and spiritual health experienced in revival are
expended in the program of rescue and soul-winning for which evangel
ism is the proper description. Hence, evangelism is the expression of the
high potential built up in the soul in real revival.
We have noted that revival and

relations and reactions in the

are

The term revival

ligious

melodrama.

as

used here does not indicate

Although

there is

nothing

more

a new

level of

re

dramatic than true

revival, spiritual restoration of the diminished powers of the soul is vast
ly more than a delirium of ecstacy, no matter how typical or reaHstic

God's Expression
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that may seem. When actual revival occurs, there will be spiritual dimen
sion added to whatever human traits attend it; the holy and the heaven

ly will out-shine the creaturely and the mundane. Unless there
spiritual recovery for the dwindling resources of the soul, revival
taken place.

Evangelism
Now for
poses to

moment

a

establish the

sion. His utterance is

is God's

of summary.

logical

Expression
The main line of

conclusion that

love, His language

is basic

has not

is

evangelism

thought

pro

is God's expres

holiness, His rhetoric evangel

ism. The urge to redeem is both natural and ethical for God, who is the
personahzed effulgence and effluence of holiness and love penetrating

and

transforming
evangelism.

human souls. Thus God's

expression intends and

insti

tutes

Before

proceed

closer view of

evangelism as Divine expres
underscoring. By the nature of the
sub ects and means involved in both revival and evangelism, both relate
to the person primarily and to the community only in an indirect and
accessory sense. Hence, revival and evangelism are clearly personal. Per
sons are changed first, then society incidentally. To begin with, society
is to reverse God's order. God changes society by changing men. The
social gospel is, therefore, a converse fallacy; it proposes to change man
by changing society. Cultural amendment and enrichment are not antiChristian, nor are they in any sense contrary to Christian idealism. How
ever, social reformation and refinement brought about by the applica
tion of the arts and sciences is not what is meant by revival and evangel
ism. Bona fide art and science do not stand in opposition to spiritual re
covery, but a sharp distinction marks one off from the other. Treating
the psychological and sociological imperfections of a community for
the express purpose of improving and enriching its culture is commend
able to be sure, but the procedure may be secular, and even carnal, even
though it involves religion and employs it as part of the facility. Revival
and evangelism are supernatural, not merely natural, ways and means of
altering society by first changing the social unit, man. On that account.
Christian evangelism is directed to the person, not the community. What
social elevation obtains is a result, not a cause, of evangelism. Socializing
the Gospel tends to stress human motives and methods, with the conse
we

to

a

sion, another factor needs careful

uent neglect of the supernatural.

The

Evangelism

Asbury
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is God's Immediate

Expression

Evangelism by meditation, the sanctified believer serving as the hu
by any odds preclude the Divine immediacy in the
work of world evangelism. Evangelism cannot proceed without human
beings acting as intermediates between God and the world, but these
same intermediates cannot serve the cause of
evangelism unless God is
immediately present in the process of personal redemption. The effec
tive rescue of the sinner can take place only as man, as go-between,
makes common cause with God, supplying the means of God's expres
sion. Man as agency in the work of evangelism is incidental to the me
diation which must take place, not between God's agent and the sinner,
man

means, does not

but between
The
tween the

God, Himself, and the sinner.
persistent problem in evangehsm

redeeming

meet in reconciliation and recovery.

sought

for

a

is to establish rapport be

Saviour and the lost creature. God and

term to describe what

Theologians
ensues

man

must

and

in this

philosophers have
meeting of God and

His fallen creature. Emil Brunner suggests the Divine-Human encoun
ter. By it he means a relation in truth, or as he puts it, The Biblical

conception of truth

truth

is

as

encounter.

Our

understanding

of

the message of salvation and also of the Church's task is still burdened
with the Sub ect-Ob ect antithesis which originated in Greek philoso
2 It
Brunner
true that the stress on the

phy,
Ob ect

explains.

antithesis

arose

maybe
philosophy,

in Greek

moral and

Sub ect-

Brunner notes, but the
the Sub ect and the Ob

as

spiritual distinction which separate
ect
place in the Garden of Eden before Greek reflection made
Whether
there is enough in Brunner's thesis of the Divine-Hu
history.
man encounter to heal the breach will have to be determined by some
one who is more conversant with byways of Brunner's thought than is
took

translator, Armandus W. Loss, says the central theme
of Brunner's discussion can be simply stated, when God meets man,
the writer.

The

Christian truth
is offered in

comes

into

being.

This actualistic concept of truth
substantialism. Christian

to the Greek notion of

opposition
truth, according to Brunner, is an act, and

event. It has to do with

some

thing happening. Truth comes into being in the Divine-Human encoun
ter, a personal coming together of God and man. The German word for
encounter, Begegnung, does not imply that a state of hostility exists
and if that be
between God and man, according to Principal Cairns,
true then Brunner has missed the purpose and meaning of the DivineHuman encounter in the line of redemption. His idiom is clearly inca
pable of transmitting the correct meaning of the encounter.

God's

Expression

Edgar S. Brightman offered the following explanation the mind,
interacting metaphysically with an agency not its own, finds itself having
experiences which it cannot reasonably explain except as the affect on
it of the interaction of other minds.
Selves, subpersonal, personal,
and cosmic,

part of each other, and yet their interaction and their

are no

inner

experience
purposive unities constitute the structure of the uni
6
he
adds.
Professor Brightman completed his metaphysical
verse,
as

uest, however, leaving the riddle, interaction, unsolved. Not with any
giving sanction to Brightman's concept of metaphysics, the

intent of
writer

recognizes value

With

in his erudite conclusions.

satisfactory word to bridge the chasm between God and
man, some theologians have adopted a French expression, en rapport,
which imphes a harmonious relationship, a state of mutual accord. An
other French term seems even better, reapprochement, which signifies
a bringing together,
or the establishment or a restoring of harmony and
relations.
friendly
Whatever term is employed, it must carry the full weight implied
no

in the circumstances of God

will be construed.

meeting

that the proper meaning
single word which can mean

man so

Perhaps
enough. When God meets man the circumstances involved include hos
tility, moral duality, change, and complete spiritual transformation. If

there is

a

there is

term which says all of

do not let

us

reinterpret

this, let

no

us use

it, but if there is not, then

and refashion circumstances to fit

might better make
ing it.

several

additional terms

the need for

trips than break down

the wagon

a

word. We

by

overload

It may be necessary to settle for as simple a word as direct, or im
mediate, contact between God and man, and leave the marginal results to
as

a

better

understanding arises. The point
reality meet man in true per

begging
emphasis
sonal relationship. The moral values involved in that meeting have al
ready been discussed under the terms, existence, eradication, and exten
sion. We are anxious now to see how God's expression is incorporated
into the plan of redemption.
for

is that God does in

Force and

Immediacy E uivalent

Evangelism as God's expression implies that God's force of love
is applied immediately, or directly, to the souls of men. He works
through His spiritual ambassadors, the Christian people, as channels to
reveal His love to the world, and He also operates directly by His Holy
Spirit on the living souls and conscious minds of the unsaved. By this

2

The

means, and this

means

alone,

the human soul. All that

spires
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is contact established and maintained with

happens

in the citadel of man's

in the

soul;

then the altar of consecration and
at

the

will

door, and knock if any man hear my voice, and open the door,
in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me. 2

come

Thus, with the

ality

mighty act of redemption tran
place of emancipation and
peaceful worship. Behold, stand
it is the

consent of man's free

will, God invades his person

peculiar and mystical way. How this can, and does occur,
has never, to the speaker's peace of mind, been answered by either theo
logians or philosophers. Apparently no words are known which can
make clear what actually takes place when God saves a soul by cleansing
and possessing it. Yet, the reality of that blessed union and tenancy is
common experience to millions, who
en oy the power and pleasure of
it without the trouble of explanation. And the disturbing fact about it
to scholars is that they evidently possess a peace and assurance unknown
to so many of the in uisitive ones who are always asking uestions and
never seem to come up with the right answers. The dis uieting truth re
garding the contemporary theologian is that he has the answers to a lot
of uestions nobody bothers to ask. There has been, without uestion,
and in fact still is, a breakdown in communication between theologians
and practical needs. Too often theology has been elevated in the theo
logical seminaries to a sort of metaphysical heaven far removed from the
common man and his deep spiritual needs.
Too many, like Tillich, are
playing hard to get and their thoughts are no nebulous that anyone
trying to pick up their trails are soon lost in the fog. Small wonder that
some of the best minds of western America, at the annual meeting of
the Western Division of the American Philosophical Society at Loyola
6 , scratched their weary noggins in a futile at
University in May,
in

tempt

some

to decide whether Tillich is an atheist or not. It seems to the wri

ter that he is saved

from atheism

only by

a

private

definition of God,

idea which he is unable to articulate for intellectual

consumption.
neo-orthodoxy,
contemporaneity ap
pear on the flash cards and those who watch the theological show dis
cover by personal experience what Plato meant by the
Myth of the
an

Such terms

as

existentialism, and

Cave.

hereby cast reflection on the necessary, and
theologians diligently concerned with the problem of
theory. Nor does the foregoing constitute an invitation to plunge blind
ly into practics, forgetting the need of sound theological support. Far
The writer does not

noble, efforts of

God 's

Expression

be it from the purpose of the writer to
get involved in the perpetual con
troversy swirling around the terms theory and practice. In his rather

un ualified thinking, both are important to the cause of redemption.
point to be made, with your forbearing indulgence, is that whether
we be
theologians, practitioner, or even philosopher, we are under obli
gation to make Christ real to a world in need. We are all on the team;
our positions in that team
vary, but our purpose and mission are to win
for the kingdom of Jesus Christ. I desire to be on the team regardless
of position. I would rather be a waterboy for Captain Jesus than a
homerun idol for the adversary.

The

So whether

not we can

or

capture the full force of God's expres

solitary word or phrase is not of ma or conse uence in the
world of evangelism. To bring God and the sinner into direct relation
ship is the need of the hour. It will always stand as the prime concern
for those interested in true revival and effective evangelization of the
world. To bring God into personal contact with the sinner and into di
rect relationship is the need of the hour. It will always stand as the
prime concern for those interested in true revival and effective evangel
ization of the world. To bring God into personal contact with the sin
ner is the ideal and the real. By this connection alone will the sinner
ever be convicted of his sins and eventually changed by the grace of
God. To bring about a state of immediacy, to associate God and the
sion in

a

put into effect the force of God's redeem
the primary components of salvation.

sinner in direct contact, is to

ing love and holiness

as

God's

Expression

Ground for

Evangehsm

On account of God's creativity and disposition to redeem, He is
inclined toward world recovery. God by purpose and nature intends re
demption. It is wrong to imagine that world redemption can be ex

plained

as an

after-thought

of

Deity,

or as

delayed

cosmic reaction.

Or,

that God had
make up His mind, being provoked by man's tragic
need. Redemption is not the result of God's reflection; it is the con
to

dition of His

being.

He does not think that He

His ethical state of existence

fable

disposition

assures

ought

to save the

world;

the world of God's amiable and af

to redeem. Not that there is any

conceivable break be

love, for it should be stated axiomatically
God does not redeem because of reason, but on account of

tween His wisdom and His

that

even

love and the nature of the

detect at

the futile attempt of

to convert the

holy. For that cause, one can
philosophers, and some theologians,

once
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world

through

reason.

that it is wise to

It suggests that God is

guilty

of the

same

error,

redemption
prudence
Only as we examine more closely the liberal views of
religion and philosophy do we become aware of the vast, and irrecon
cilable, disparity existing between them and the Bible plan of salavation.
save

men, that

is the child of

rather than love.

According to the liberal viewpoint, knowledge is redemptive; good
religion is the product of good teaching. Inferentially, the scientific
socialism of liberalism rests ultimately on the Socratic dictum, virtue
is knowledge and can be taught.
Redemption is merely a concatena
tion of logical propositions, formulated and held together by human
reason. Hence, the more decisive and deductible our
knowledge the bet
ter able we are to promote world redemption.
This

flatly contradictory to the
teachings of God's Word. God's gracious invitation, come, let us rea
son together,
was not intended to imply that by reason alone though
sins
be
as
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be
your
red like crimson they shall be as wool Isaiah
. The invitation to
reason does not signify that reason can make man's sins as white as snow.

It is not

clear

position

is

grossly

in

error

and

call to execute, but rather to understand. The intimation is
though men's sins are red like crimson they shall be as wool is a
a

redemption. Or, in so many words, it means precise
ly
trying to do right now, estabhsh the ground of reason
for God's plan of redemption. God is not reluctant to expose His plan
of salvation to the rigors and rules of right thinking. Nor need any one
fear the outcome of sound reasoning in relation to redemption.
reasonable view of
what

we are

Let

God and

us

repeat for emphasis, the chief idea in salvation is

to

bring

together
redemptive relation of love. The urge to re
deem and the means to redeem are in that sense one and the same thing.
in

man

Holy

love

world

redemption.

assures

a

redemption

and at the

same

time

provides

its active

fulfillment. Hence, evangelization of the world is only another way of
saying that God is expressing Himself as Saviour in the grand design of

instance of His

God's

immediacy. His
expression.

In that God's nature is to

change

intimate contact, is

the

ob ect

always

an

affection, and
ob ect, then God's

of His

evangelism
expedient by
expression by simple inference becomes the universal and necessary
ground of redemption. Therefore, in a word, God's expression is logical
and mandatory ground for evangelism.
is the

which He reaches that

Expression

God's

Review and Restatement
To conclude the study, Holiness is Philosophical Perspective, a
brief review and restatement of the position explored should prove help
ful.
ness.

The first proposition was that God's existence is ground for holi
holy, and the mainspring of holiness, then it follows that

If God is

His existence is the

ground for all mentionable and existential holiness.
Secondly, inasmuch as God himself is holy. His extension inalterably
implies entire sanctification, a spiritual re uisite for His extended exis
tence. Thirdly, owing to the inherent nature of holiness to exclude sin,
it is reasonable and necessary to believe that God's holiness advancing
into the soul of man would re uire and compel the expulsion of sin in
any form from that soul. Finally, to complete the full definition of God
we must involve His expression since it is His ethical
obligation to make
Himself known. Hence, in that His tendency is to redeem, it naturally
ensues that God's expression is ground for world
redemption through
evangelism,
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A TRIBUTE

Donald C. Mavis

Happy

the

Father, and of

son

with

a

great Father. I have

course. Mother

were

able to

for their child and didn't have to take what

really great Dad,
chose whom they wanted
came along. You see, I am
a

adopted son.
All the little day-by-day experiences of family living make an im
on
one's entire life. Perhaps by recalling a few such experiences I
pact
their chosen

can

in

a

little

All

measure

express what Dad has meant to

have

me.

had

through
years
great times together.
Some of my happy childhood memories are connected with the many
summers when Mother and I went along with Father to his numerous
camp meetings. This was a wonderful benefit to me because, for
one thing, I was able to see most of the United States at Dad's expense.
As we would be traveling along the highways. Dad would often sing out
with his characteristic humor, Singing I go along Life's Road
Then of course we would all get amused at his singing and he couldn't
continue. Also on these trips Dad's humor would show through. For in
stance, he had special grading methods for Mother. Did you pack my
Did you put in the shirts
razor
he would ask. Good,you passed
Did you bring the letter opener
he might finally
Passed.
ask. Then would come the verdict, Failed, The uestions usually got
worse until he found something that had been forgotten or that wasn't
really needed anyway.
Like many preachers kids, I guess I en oyed and or endured his
preaching, but profited by it. I at least would listen, often trying to de
cide if this was going to be the sermon about the old car and the lady or
the man's bad boy in Texas, or something else. I tried to label most
of them. Today I realize that Dad's sermons were timely and right to
the point. I still en oy them, though from a different point of view.
My father is always very understanding. Many a time during my
the

we

,

.

,

.

The

growing up days I
haps it was about
business while I
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would have to go counsel with the professor
per
problem I was having with my chicken and egg

some

High School or perhaps about
today I appreciate his counsel. His thoughts
and help have often carried me through. I don't really remember how the
chicken and egg business began, but through Dad's guidance I somehow
bought the baby chicks and raised them to be laying hens or fryers, and
I learned some basic things about handling money and carrying respon
sibility.
Father also encouraged me to make many of my own decisions as
I was growing up. The biggest one was the choice of college. Of course,
it would have been much less expensive and also I could have stayed at
home had I gone to Asbury College. I could have met my wife even
sooner, perhaps, since she attended there. But I chose to leave Wilmore
and attend Greenville College in Illinois. Here was where my Father had
once taught and I had made many friends there. So off I went, with his
blessing.
There are numerous other things that I could point out about my
Father, but with his loving direction, his knowledge and great intellectual
and spiritual capacities he has been able to guide me along life's path. I
can honestly say he has helped me to make the en oyable life that I have
today.
some

was

in Junior and Senior

other matter. Still

BOOK
Ethics

REVIEWS

for Today, by Harold H. Titus and Morris Keeton. New York
. Fifth Edition.
Co.,
pages, n.p.

D. Van Nostrand

This volume represents a
significant revision of the Fourth
Edition. The introduction sets forth the
ma or hypothesis of the work,
which is to be more largely deductive than former editions and
less

geared to the method of deriving norms from societal behavior. The
hypothesis is that the sickness and disorder of today's society results
from a loss of consensus within that society at the
point of what is good
and right. In place of the four divisions found in the Third and Fourth
Editions, the Fifth edition consists of two parts, dealing respectively
The Search for

with

Personal and Social
moral

This

Underlying
consensus

a

Moral

Morality.

Philosophy

the volume is the

feehng

and

Specific

Problems of

of the authors that loss of

results in general loss of confidence and social direction.

them

largely than any possible basis for consensus,
such as one based upon religious principles or upon convictions derived
from them. There is a praiseworthy emphasis upon the need for an
understanding of man beyond that attained from experiments upon
laboratory animals, and upon the peril of a mere statistical and tabulated
understanding of the human person, which is uite correctly we think
productive of persons whose motivation comes from without rather
concerns

more

than from within.
It

seems

to this reviewer that

Chapter , Why Right

the heart of the work. Here the so-called situational
ethic is examined in the

cularly

or

is

Right

is

contextual

of ma or ethical systems of the past, parti
the utilitarian and its polar opposite, the categorical. While the

light

visibly take sides, it is clear
reflective, and take into account

authors do not

that

must be

a

they feel

that

morality

multi-faceted ethical ap

proach.

The reader who expects here to find a book or textbook on
probably end up being dissatisfied. The strength
of the work lies in the breadth of its researches, the range of its sub ects,
normative ethics will

and the

depth

of its

insights

into current issues. One is

impressed by

the fair-minded attitudes assumed toward many concrete issues; at
nearly every point at issue in the moral life today, the authors provide
materials with which the reader may formulate his

own

attitudes.

The
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Impressive also is the absence of scare materials and of partisan
advocacy of social panaceas. The ob ective seems clearly to be, to pro
duce readers and hearers who are e uipped to weigh issues and where
necessary to suspend udgment. The general tone is constructive and at
a high level; the
suggestions for public policy which are made may be
characterized fairly by the word humane in its best sense.
The chapters are followed by valuable lists of uestions and Pro
ects. Here also the sensational, the idiosyncratic and the exceptional
are avoided, and cases of believable and
usual issues are adduced.
This feature alone will commend the work to the teacher of ethics who

desires to make his classroom work

dynamic

and

meaningful.

Alternative

strategies and constructive experimentation are uniformly suggested.
The authors close their work with a call for a moral and educa
in which false values and confused

tional revolution

priorities will give
procedures
society by route of
the ade uate development of the inner life of individual citizens. By
way of criticism, one may ask precisely how the consensus sought as an
which will reestablish order in

way to

ob ective

in the Introduction

can

contribute to this end.

Perhaps
by

connective tissue between these two elements is to be furnished

the

the

reader himself.
Harold B. Kuhn

Contemporary Preaching, by J. Daniel Baumann.
2 pages.
2.
6. .
Baker,

An Introduction to

Grand

Rapids

The seventeen

chapters

in the book

are

divided into three parts.

Part One discusses communication, focussing on congregation, worship,
and method. Part Two deals with the nature and preparation of the ser
mon.

Part Three is

havioral

change

an

exposition of the end-goal

in

preaching i.e., be
chapters of Part

and how it is achieved. The last two

dialogue in preaching
effecting behavioral change.

Three relate to the role of

Holy Spirit

in

and to the work of the

Within the framework of the three main parts are many divisions
and subdivisions, the whole covering rather thoroughly matters basic to

our

understanding

of the

preaching task,

and all

geared

to

relating

the

Book Reviews

Biblical message to the contemporary mind. The author's insights into
the ministry of preaching today should prove stimulating to old and

young alike. Not the least merit is Dr. Baumann's expertness in handling
the wealth of background reading resources at his
disposal. The book is

replete

with allusions and

well be

carefully

uotations

irritatingly encyclopedic.

in

into the fabric of the author's

not call attention

unduly

point.

In lesser hands it

might

imports
thinking so that they do
Here is pressed into service

But here the

are woven

own

original sources.
thought in our literature. Dr. Baumann
has a profound faith in preaching. He is convinced that preaching is
still the best vehicle for proclaiming the Word of God. He urges preachers
to keep their theology strong while using contemporary methods to
give their sermons spontaneity and relevance. It is also his conviction
that preaching has the potential for significant influence in our electronic
era if the preacher keeps sensitive to the changes dictated by the sover
eign movement of the Holy Spirit.
some

to

of the finest homiletical

James D. Robertson

Human

derbird

Fundamentals, by Paul Mason Frank. Phoenix, Arizona
2 pages.
2.
. . Paperback
Press,

Thun-

Philosophic Guide,
serves to indicate the sweep of the author's planning for the work. It
is pro ected in the Foreword that the writer, a layman in philosophy,
will set forth a catalog of data which the individual any individualneeds in order to structure his living in our kind of world. Part I, en
titled Philosophic Physics contains an analysis of the phenomena
which make up the content of sensory and ideational experience;
The subtitle of this

its chief value

seems

experience elements.
Part II, dealing

paperback,

A Personal

to this reviewer to lie in its detail of

with

Metaphysics

break-down of

raises the most serious

uestions

in the Christian mind. Mr. Frank appears to view the world as self-ex
planatory, and our experience with it as being entirely nominalistic and

existential. He doubts the

reaHty of Time at

least

as a

continuum ,

and

2

The

re ects
plying
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the usual views of causation, particularly views involving or im
the reality of the supernatural. As a substitute he proposes what

he terms

a

non-speculative

view

of causal se uences, which stresses
al
one experiencing them

events and their immediate effect upon the
most an

espousal

of Hume's view of habituation.

Successive sections deal with

these,

too, the

point

Ethics, Aesthetics and Logic. In
experiencing individual and what

of reference is the

well-being. This is not to say that there
penetrating insights. In general, the weight of
the discourse falls upon human self-realization and the value udgments
stated rotate about what produces the good life seen in terms of the
realization of the maximum in pleasure and satisfaction, and the
minimum in pain and distress
.
p.
The practical parts of the volume embrace genial good advice
mingled with personal hedonism and social utilitarianism. The role of
aesthetics is, of course, included here, although the author seems to feel
least at home in this phase of his discussion. The summary chapter out
seems
are

to him to constitute his

not many humane and

lines what Mr. Frank calls
maxims

reminiscent

Ethics and the
On the

fragments

whole, this

is

Human Fundamentalism

of Plato's
a

Republic,

which remain to

rather

us

and deals in

Aristotle's Nichomachean
of the

rambling work, keen

doubtful value for instruction in the Christain life.

writings of Epicurus,
in its analysis, but of

Harold B. Kuhn

of Guilt and Pity, by Rousas John Rushdoony. Nutley, New
.
6. .
Jersey The Craig Press,
pages.

Politics

by an author of several books on religion
reactionary in the tradition of ultra-conservative
politics.
Reformation theology. He admires Calvinism and is suspicious of
Arminianism. Fre uently he expresses keen and original insights which
are thoroughly Christian. He champions views that are congenial to
evangelical or Biblical Christianity. Typical of the author's perspective
The volume is written

and

He is

a

Book Reviews

analysis of cultures of guilt and shame. He labels as hypocrite the
person who dredges up minor offenses to prove the refinement of his
conscience, in order to escape his capital offense against God p.
.
Thus, by confessing the sins of his ancestors, the contemporary con
fessor proclaims his own relative innocence. Confession of sin may thus
become an expression of pride. Cain murdered his innocent brother,
Abel, not because of hostility against his brother but because of his hos
tility against God; since he could not attack God, he attacked his
brother. Abel thus became a scapegoat for Cain. The author applies
this to contemporary race relations, deploring the tendency of contem
porary liberal spokesmen to salve conscience by confessing the guilt of
their ancestors for their in ustice to Negroes. Likewise, he adds, a guiltcomplex over anti-semitism in the past encourages the present inclination
to excuse the Jews for the death of Christ. Over against this he insists
that the only release from guilt is through Christ. He warns that the en
couragement of this guilt-complex has the effect of producing a sub
missive populace and of neutralizing Christian convictions by overstressing a tolerance of other religious and political opinions.
The United Nations is regarded as a modern Tower of Babel,
is his

doomed to failure because it makes humanism

The author's main

point

substitute for God.

a

is that the true freedom

be

can

only spiritual,

based upon Christ and that humanism expressing itself in socialism can
result only in slavery to another person or group. Only the one whose

supreme loyalty is to God is really free. John Calvin's theocratic rule in
Geneva is warmly commended.

This book may be read with
vocative and

profit

because it abounds with pro

stimulating insights.

George

Epistle to the Hebrews; A Commentary, by
Grand Rapids, Michigan Baker,
2.
pages.
The

Kent understands the

Epistle

in the sixties, before the fall

Christians, probably

Homer A.

.

of Jerusalem

A.D.
were

Kent, Jr.

.

to the Hebrews to have

at Rome. These Christians,

A. Turner

been written

,

to

Hebrew

wavering before

The

the temptation to leave

Asbury

Seminarian

Christianity

Judaism.

The author presents

furnishes three divisions

a

and return to the safer haven of

well-worked-out outline of the
I. Doctrinal Discussion

Practical Exhortations

-

-2 . This outline, further divided

,

-

Epistle.

He

, II.

-

III. Personal Instructions

into sections and

points,

is the

framework for the commentary. In moving from one unit to another,
Kent makes clear the thought structure of the Epistle and this greatly
facilitates the student's

study

of the

Epistle.

The commentary is based on the author's own literal translation
of the Greek text. Kent points out the significances of Greek Grammar
and the different

emphases of Greek synonyms. Meanings of Greek
explained and often illustrated from other New Testament
contexts. Even though a knowledge of Greek on the part of the reader
is desirable, it is not indispensable to using the volume as a commentary.
words

are

well

Kent is Dean and Professor of New Testament and Greek at Grace

Theological Seminary in Winona Lake, Indiana. His theological position
is conservative, reflecting a high view of Scripture. Since he believes in
26-2 as dealing
eternal security, he interprets Hebrews 6 -6 and
with a hypothetical case to illustrate the folly of apostasy rather than
as a warning to the saved against the possibility of apostasy.
In commenting on Hebrews 2 2, Kent states, The law was given
. Probably by this expression he means to say that the
by angels p.
rather than legislators of the law; for in the same
were
mediators
angels
the law mediated
context are these words, the angels mediated law,
by angels. However, this can easily be taken, particularly by those who
see Christianity as a version of Gnosticism, to mean that he advocates
angelic origin of the law.

Joseph

Gifts and Ministries, by Arnold Bittlinger. Grand Rapids
.
The

pages.

.

author

is

Craheim, Germany.

S.

Wang

Eerdmans,

Paperback .

Director

of the Ecumenical

Academy, Schloss
gifts of the

In this volume he seeks to relate the

Book Reviews

Holy Spirit to the ministries ordained for the church. He contends that
spiritual gifts must be exercised in the context of ministry or else danerous

confusion results. He also contends that ministries must

not

be

gifts
anywhere.
He gives helpful insights into the nature of the church and offers
insights as to how the Holy Spirit works through structures to accom
plish his purposes. His work is balanced and he offers a real contribution
to the renewal movements within the church today.

exercised without
that

or

else the result will be

an

efficient organization

never moves

Kenneth C.

Hell and Salvation, by Leslie H. Woodson.
2 pages.
.
. .
Revell,

Old

Kinghorn

Tappan; Fleming

H.

Hooper once told C. S. Lewis that he knew of a headstone
the epitaph read, Here lies an atheist, all dressed up but with
bet he
to go.
Whereupon the famous author replied,

Walter
on

which

nowhere

wishes that

so.

were

In a sense, everyone wishes it were so. Who can find delight in the
realization that persons who scorn God must face the prospect of an
eternal hell Certainly, the Christian finds no pleasure in the udgment

of the wicked. As with
for

a

soul

to

be lost

But it is still
there

can

teachings

be

no

our

a

Lord, the contemplation of what

can

bring nothing

fact with which

evasion of the

we

sub ect

but

tears

to

we are

to

take

means

the heart.

must reckon. However

if

it

painful,

seriously the

of Christ.

For this

reason we can

doctrine too often

be

grateful

for this

forthright

treatment

of

modern churchmen. The author is not

ignored by
Scripture.

Yet he is not unmindful of

points
of view different from his own.
impli
interpretations
cations arc considered with the scholar's ob ectivity. Throughout there
afraid to face the witness of

Other

is

a

refreshing evangelical

realism in his

perspective.

and their

6
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The author is

church

United Methodist minister who has served his

a

faithfully

for many years. I can
with which his book will be received

Education at Nashville,

imagine the dismay and

by

his brethren

on

irritation

the Board of

But for those who take it

make

should
come

that

seriously, reading these pages should
of God's grace. Surely it is His desire that none
Jesus has made a way through His blood by which all who

us more

perish,

aware

to Him may

decision,

be saved. The choice is

so we

ours.

And

as we

cannot avoid

cannot escape its ultimate conse uences,

Robert E, Coleman

Pulpit Giants, What Made Them Great, by Donald E, Demaray, Chicago
.
. .
pages.
Moody Press,

chapters furnish a readable account of the pulpit work of
twenty-five outstanding preachers, representing many centuries and
many Christian denominations such names as John Bunyan, John Wes
ley, Jonathan Edwards, Francis Asbury, Phillips Brooks, G. Campbell
Morgan, Arthur John Gossip, Paul Rees, Peter Marshall, W. E. Sangster,
James S. Stewart, and Billy Graham, The author finds that among the
divergent backgrounds and personalities all had two things in common
a burning in their soul that made it imperative to preach, and a life
that demonstrated sheer godliness. The reader becomes increasingly
aware of the fact that, notwithstanding their natural endowment, these
men became
pulpit giants through the power of the Spirit. He is im
pressed again and again by the realization that God mightily uses men
of distinctly varied personalities, talents, and backgrounds; and that,
Brief

without loss of the individual

preacher's idiosyncrasies

as a

person. In God's

hands,

even

the

shine forth.

style, lucid and intimate, heightens our interest. Pw will
Giants
prove stimulating reading for minister and layman alike.
The writer's

pit

Helpful
reading.
at

chapter
Preaching,

footnotes at the end of each
is Professor of

Demaray
Asbury Theological Seminary.
Dr.

encourage to further
and Dean of Students

James D. Robertson
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Proverbs and Ecclesiastes from The Old
for Modem Man
Today's English Version. New York American Bible

Wisdom

Testament in

Society,

c.

2.

The

genius of this translation

Examples

A lie has

a

2

Proverbs
The

more

have bad

is the vivid

short

.

life,

language.

but truth lives

you worry, the

dreams, and the

more

more

on

likely

you

forever

you

talk, the

are

to

more

likely you are to say something foolish Ecclesiates
.
In handy pocket size, this Scripture portion of 6 pages makes
possible, even in busy places, meditation on the fundamentals of wis
dom. No book of the Bible better portrays the how of interpersonal re
lationships than Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes provides a kind of relief in
that

one

becomes

meaningless

aware

2

even

great

men

of the Bible

pages.

.

by Albert McClellan.

as

Nashville

Broadman

a

traditional

evangelical challenge

way that brings
life. The author portrays the dull monotony of nominal

and calls for

a

a

it to bear upon every

to read
area

of

Christianity,

personal faith and devotion and for variety
in collective worship. Of a pastoral nature Share the

renewal of

imagination

Press,

.

This volume represents

and share the Bible in

and

life

saw

at times.

Share the Word Now,

.

that

Word Now is well-written and well-illustrated.
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Jesus, Where Are You Taking Us , Messages from the First International
Lutheran Conference on the Holy Spirit, by Norris Wogen Ed. . Carol
Stream
. 2
. .
. Creation House,
pages.
This is

for Lutherans

only speakers at this First International
Conference include a Catholic priest, a layman from Indonesia, a Pente
costal Baptist, and Episcopalian ministers. Jesus is taking the Lutherans
into unusual and controversial areas of experience. Healings, miracles,
speaking in tongues, new power for-living characterize the charismatic
not

renewal testified to in these pages. In this conference hundreds of per
sons testified to miracles of healing. The messages and the happenings

conference

at the

Abide in Christ

Rapids

are

reminiscent of Acts 2.

Studies in John

ondervan,

. 2

.

pages.

The author believes that all the
in

, by James E. Rosscup.

the Gospel of John and the Upper

.

Lord gave
Room discourse reaches its apex

spiritual teaching

in the illustration of the vine and the branches. Our

flows from this

study

groups

relationship.
and for personal

Where Do I Go To

by

Elizabeth
2.

Here is

a

worthwhile

pages.

.

our

spiritual
resource

life-beat
book for

devotional life.

Buy Happiness Insights
Skoglund. Downer's Grove
.

Grand

of

.

a

Christian Counselor,

Inter-Varsity Press,

marriage and family counseling in the state
of California, evidences wide experience in her task, especially in dealing
with youth. Her approach combines a natural warmth and empathy
with a psychological understanding of human behavior, her faith in
God reinforcing the whole.
The author, licensed in
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